ABSTRACT Direction-of-Arrival (DoA) estimation with Coarray can resolve O(N 2 ) sources via only O(N ) physical sensor elements. When it comes to model errors, i.e., manual coupling, gain and/or phase errors, and sensor location errors, whether Coarray is still effective for degree-of-freedom (DoF) enhancement has not been proved yet. In addition, calibration of the Coarray is also an open problem, which deserves more attentions. This paper formulates the error models of Coarray at first and then proves that the problem of Coarray calibration can be reformulated into an equivalent one of imperfect uniform linear array correction; meanwhile, DoF enhancement is promised. Based on these models, the problem of Coarray calibration, more specifically, joint DoA and error coefficients estimation, can be solved via the existing state-of-the-art array calibration schemes. An excellent scheme named sparse Bayesian array calibration is adopted as an example to estimate DoA and error coefficients jointly in this paper. Simulation results illustrate that for DoA estimation with imperfect Coarray, the calibrated estimator is effective for DoF enhancement and more robust than uncalibrated subspace method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimation is critical in radar, sonar and wireless communication systems [1] , [2] . The state-of-the-art eigenstructure based algorithms can produce super-resolution and accurate estimations, such as MUSIC [3] and ESPRIT [4] . However, the excellent performance of these methods relies on the precise signal model of the data collection system, composed of antennas and radio frequency (RF) chains, and baseband processor. In application of real system, the antennas will interact with each other inevitably due to mutual coupling [5] . Meanwhile, there are usually mismatch between gain and phase of RF chains as well as sensor locations. All those effects mentioned above are referred to as model errors, which will lead to degradation of DoA estimators.
In order to make DoA estimators more robust against the model errors, numerous self-calibrating algorithms have been proposed in the past decades. Wiess et al. studied the array correction schemes comprehensively in [6] - [8] corresponding to mutual coupling, gain and/or phase errors, and position mismatch calibration, respectively. The methods proposed in [6] - [8] estimate DoA and unknown parameters jointly by optimizing the objective function over direction and the unknown parameters iteratively. The problem of these algorithms is that the convergence of global minimal is not guaranteed. A maximal likelihood (ML) based position mismatch correction scheme is proposed in [8] which estimates DoA and unknown parameters successively, also, the convergence relies heavily on the initialization. The studies [9] - [14] focus on the calibration of mutual coupling. A closed-form solution of DoA and mutual coupling matrix is derived in [9] , which is based on alternating minimization procedure, however, it is only effective for ULA. With the application of sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) in array processing, a great number of joint DoA and mutual coupling coefficients estimation algorithms are proposed under the framework of SBL in recent years [10] - [13] . It has been widely accepted that the SBL based array calibration methods are able to obtain excellent results, especially in the scenario of low signal to noise ratio (SNR) and lack of snapshots. The study [14] estimates DOA and mutual coupling coefficients for uniform rectangular arrays (URAs) based on banded symmetric Toeplitz matrices.
Coarray is proposed to raise the degree of freedom (DoF) of DoA estimators from O(N ) to O(N 2 ) [15] , [16] . Two kinds of well-known Coarray have attracted lots of attention, i.e., nested array [15] and Co-Prime array [16] . Their performances were analyzed in [17] and [18] . The study [19] proposes the algorithm to estimates DoA in the scenario of a mixture of circular and non-circular impinging signals for Coarray. It is unavoidable that Coarrays also suffer from mutual coupling, gain and phase errors, and sensor location errors. The model errors bring challenge for real application of Coarray, thus, the calibration of Coarray deserves more attentions. Current literature focus on the study of mutual coupling and gain and/or phase errors. A scheme of gain and phase errors correction for the nested array is proposed in [20] , which employs the partial Toeplitz structure of the covariance matrix and the sparse total least squares (STLS) to calibrate gain and phase errors, respectively. Although many mutual coupling reduction techniques for the nested array exist in the literature [21] - [24] , there is little work on mutual coupling calibration for it. The basic idea of mutual coupling reduction array design is to place elements as far from each other as possible to reduce the mutual coupling. A calibration strategy for mutual coupling of the nested circular array was proposed in [25] , however, the mutual coupling matrix (MCM) was not acquired during online processing, but by offline simulation via electromagnetic simulation software FEKO. The study [26] performs a detailed performance analysis of Coarray-based MUSIC with sensor location errors, e.g., Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), and mean-squared error (MSE). However, the calibration of location errors for Coarray is still missing in the literature.
Actually, when it comes to model errors, whether the Coarray is still effective in DoF enchantment has not been studied yet. Therefore, before calibrate on, we have to study the model errors of Coarray first. In this paper, we focus on the single type model error, in other word, treat mutual coupling, gain and/or phase errors, and sensor location errors separately. Based on these models, we find that imperfect Coarray can be transformed into a larger virtual ULA with effective mutual coupling, gain and phase errors, or sensor location errors. This finding confirms that Coarray is still effective for DoF enhancement in the presence of model errors. In addition, general model error calibration algorithms proposed in [6] - [8] and [10] - [13] can be utilized to estimate DoA and error coefficients based on these models. In this paper, sparse Bayesian learning array calibration (SBAC) [27] is adopted as an example to solve the problem we formulated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the signal model of Coarray especially for the nested array and the Co-Prime array. Section III studies the signal models of Coarray with mutual coupling, gain and phase errors, and sensor location errors. Section IV describes how to solve our proposed model via SBAC.
Section VI and VII show numerical simulation results and conclusion, respectively. The notations used in this paper are introduced as follows: , ⊗, and denote Hadamard product, Kronecker product, and Khatri-Rao product (i.e., the column-wise Kronecker product) of matrices, respectively. (·) * , (·) T , and (·) H denote conjugate, transpose, and conjugate transpose of matrix, respectively. X :,i , X i,: , and X i,j denote the ith column, the ith row, and the (i, j)th element of matrix X. A D denotes the manifold matrix of an array whose elements locations are given by the set D. diag(c) means creating a diagonal matrix with the elements of vector c on the diagonal. Matrix function vec(X) means stacking the columns of X to form a vector.
II. SIGNAL MODEL OF COARRAY
Consider a nonuniform linear array whose elements are placed on a nonuniform linear grid with d i being the position of the ith element. Let D = {d 1 , d 2 , · · · , d M } be the elements position set. P uncorrelated narrow band sources impinging upon the array from different directions. The received signals can be written as
where y(t), x(t), and n(t) denote the received signal vector, incident signal vector, and noise vector, respectively. Assume that noise is uncorrelated temporally and spatially, the covariance matrix of received signals can be expressed as
where R xx is covariance matrix of incident signals. We assume that the incident signals are uncorrelated spatially so that R xx is a diagonal matrix. Vectorizing R yy as follows
where p is signal power vector consisting of the diagonal elements of R xx , and 
III. ERROR MODELS OF COARRAY

A. MUTUAL COUPLING OF THE NESTED ARRAY
The mutual coupling describes the electromagnetic interactions of array elements. The placement of the sensors for Coarray is not uniform any more. As a result, the mutual coupling matrix of this kind of array is not a Toeplitz matrix, but depends on the individual array structure instead. This subsection focuses on the mutual coupling of the nested array. From the Definition 1 we can find that the structure of the nested array can be viewed as the placement of K different ULAs (with different inter-element spacing) head-to-tail in a line. The inter-element spacing of the first subarray is d,
for the kth subarray. The effect of mutual coupling decreases dramatically with the increase of distance. Therefore, it is reasonable to just consider the mutual coupling of the first subarray. With the effect of mutual coupling, the array output can be represented as
where
is referred to as the MCM. Matrix
represents the MCM of the first subarray, and the rest mutual coupling coefficients are set to zeros. 0 M ×N is M ×N all-zero matrix with all elements are zeros, I M ×M is the identical matrix. The covariance matrix of received signals is
Vectorizing (9), we get
The model (10) 
where C behaves like the equal mutual coupling matrix and can be represented analytically by C. A S = A * D A D is equivalent to the manifold matrix of virtual array without model errors. The relationship of (11) can be described and proved by Theorem 1 (see Appendix A) [28] .
It follows from Theorem 1 that the equivalent mutual coupling matrix can be constructed as (12) where
The effect of mutual coupling is contained in matrix B N 1 N ×N 1 N , where N 1 and N are the number of elements of the first subarray and total array, respectively. As a result, (10) can be simplified into
where C and A S are MCM and steering matrix of virtual array, specifically, a longer ULA, respectively. The effect mutual coupling matrix C can be represented analytically by C. Therefore, numerous state-of-the-art mutual coupling calibration algorithms can be applied to estimate C and p based on the model (14) .
B. GAIN AND/OR PHASE ERRORS
Suppose that the gain errors vector of the sensors is
η = [η 1 , η 2 , · · · , η M ] T ,
and the phase disturbance vector is
The array output with gain and phase errors is
56516 VOLUME 6, 2018 where and represent phase and gain errors matrices with
, respectively. For notational simplification, let = I + and (15) can be written as
Calculating the covariance matrix of received signal and performing vectorizing, we get
Similar to the mutual coupling case, the model (17) is expected to be reformulated as
where behaves like the gain and phase errors matrix of the virtual array, which can be represented analytically by . Lemma 1 provides the support of the transformation from (17) to (18) .
and M × P matrix A, the following relationship holds:
Matrix C has the block form
is the (m, n)th block of C . In this case, C denotes the gain and phase errors of original array (Coarray), and is a diagonal matrix, therefore,
As a result,
is a blocking diagonal matrix. Actually, each block of C is diagonal, therefore, C is a diagonal matrix as well
It follows from Lemma 1 that the matrix can be constructed via . Therefore, the unknown matrix and vector p in the model (18) can be estimated using exist methods, such as the schemes proposed in [7] and [27] .
C. SENSOR LOCATION ERRORS
Suppose that the true position vector of the array
The manifold matrix of the array with sensor location errors is
Let A D and A D represent true array manifold matrix and perturbation matrix, respectively. The matrixÃ D can be written asÃ
The received signals of the array in the presence of sensor location errors are
By calculating the covariance matrix of received signal and performing vectorizing, we have
The model (31) is expected to be reformulated as
The model (32) can be viewed as an imperfect ULA which can be calibrated by further step. Actually, (32) shows that a Coarray with locations errors shares the similar signal model with an imperfect ULA. Lemma 2 provides the support of the transformation from (31) to (32).
Lemma 2: For M × P matrix C and M × P matrix A, the following relationship can be established:
(34b) Proof: Let B = (C A) * (C A), from the definition of Khatri-Rao product, we can get
It follows from the definition of Hadamard and Kronecker product, B :,p can be written as follows
Based on (36), the matrix B = [B :,1 , B :,2 , · · · , B :,P ] can be reconstructed as
Obviously, we can get
Following as the instruction of Lemma 2, matrix A S can be represented analytically, with 
. . .
The change of A S not only depends on the position perturbation d m but also on the induced signal direction θ p . Fortunately, that the row of A S is only related to d m , and each column is only related to the individual induced signal direction θ p . With the approximation of A S , (32) can be rewritten as
where, A S = A S − with being the matrix where all elements are 1. The first term of the right hand side of (42) denotes the non-disturbed component, and the second term describes the disturbed component related to the position mismatch. Considering the special structure of A S , the impact of the disturbed component in (42) can be expressed separately by two diagonal matrix D and , therefore,
The unknown matrix D and vector p in model (44) can be estimated easily using the methods proposed in [8] and [27] .
IV. MODEL ERROR CORRECTION VIA SBAC
So far, models of Coarray with unknown errors, (i.e., the mutual coupling, gain and/or phase errors, and sensor location errors) have been established and studied in Section III. It has been proved that Coarray, such as the nested array and Co-Prime array, with single type of model error still can be utilized to estimate DoA with higher DoF as long as proper calibration is performed. Actually, the signal model of Coarray with model errors has the same form as imperfect ULA. Therefore, numerous state-of-the-art on-line array calibration algorithms can be utilized to estimate the unknown error coefficients and DoA based on these models. Weiss et al. have studied the problem of array correction and proposed three estimators of DoA and error parameters in [6] - [8] corresponding to three different kinds of model errors. An unified framework of array calibration based on SBL has been proposed in [27] , which is called SBAC. It can correct all three kinds of model errors mentioned in this paper, therefore, is adopted to solve the problems proposed in Section III. This section introduces the joint DoA and unknown error coefficients estimation via SBAC based on the models formulated in Section III.
The model (14) (18) (44) can be written into the form of free-disturb component plus disturb component [27] 
where the first term of the right hand side of (45) represents disturbance-free component, and the second term denotes disturbance component caused by model error Qυ = (A − A)p. All three kinds of error models can be described by the model (45), the only difference of three error models is the construction of υ and Q.
1) Mutual coupling
where (θ ) = A(θ ). Matrix C is constructed using (12) , vector c is the mutual coupling coefficients of the original array (Coarray), and υ is equivalent coefficients for expanded array (ULA) whose elements locations are given by S. 2) Gain and/or phase errors
where (θ) = A(θ ). Vector κ plays a comprehensive role in the effect of gain and phase errors with κ m = η m · φ m − 1, and υ is the equivalent gain and phase errors coefficients vector of expanded ULA.
3) Locations errors
where (θ ) = A(θ ) (θ ). Vector d is the position error vector, is an operator similar to the Kronecker product which replaces the multiplication by minus. υ is the equivalent elements locations errors of expanded ULA, and is the direction related error matrix caused by position mismatch. In the model (45), parameters p, υ, and σ 2 can be estimated jointly under the framework of SBL. In order to implement SBL, (45) should be expanded to over-complete form by sampling the potential space into discretely set
In addition, the signal power vector p should be zeros-padded to the length of N , which describes the power of candidate signals from the set . The non-zeros elements indexes of vector p indicate the directions of incident signals. Suppose that noise is zero-mean Gaussian distribution with σ 2 being the variance, and the sparse vector p is also a zeros-mean Gaussian vector
where = diag(γ 1 , γ 2 , · · · , γ N ) with γ n being the hyper-parameter of the variance of p n . The likelihood function is
The probability density of z with respect to the unknown parameters is (68a), (69a) and (70) where Q is calculating via (46b) for mutual coupling; Q is calculating via (47b) for gain and phase errors; Q is calculating via (48b) for position error; Reconstruct of A with A = C (υ (n) ) · A for mutual coupling, C (υ (n) ) is constructed via (12); A = diag(υ (n) ) · A for gain and phase errors; A = diag(υ (n) ) · A · + A for position error; Updating (σ 2 ) (n) via (68b), (69b) and (70); Updating γ (n) via (68c), (69c) and (70);
The parameters γ , υ, and σ 2 can be obtained after the convergence of iteration described in Algorithm 1. Searching the peaks of the sparse vector p will obtain the estimates of DoAs.
The equivalent mutual coupling coefficients are formed by υ = c * ⊗ c, the first element is corrected in general application, therefore, c 1 = 1. The rest of the mutual coupling coefficients can be obtained viā
where [υ] m = c m * c denotes the mth block of υ, and [./] is an operator that performing element-by-element divider between two vectors. Vectorc m is the estimate vector of the mth mutual coupling coefficient, which contains several estimates ofc m . We adopt the mean value of these elements as the estimates of the mth coefficient
where mean(·) denotes taking mean value of a vector. The original mutual coupling coefficients can be recovered via (52) and (53), the estimates of gain and phase error can be obtained in the same way. However, the equivalent locations errors are formed by υ = d d, which can be written into matrix form
[ ] m is a M × M matrix where the mth column is all 1 and the rest of columns contain only one nonzero element −1.
This is an over determined linear equations, and we can get the estimates of d via the least square (LS) method. As a result, the position disturbance can be obtained by
So far, both DoA and error coefficients are obtained.
V. THE CRAMÉR-RAO BOUND
In this section, we derive the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), the lower bound of the minimum variance of an unbiased estimator, for the Coarray in the presence of model errors. The model errors are assumed to be unknown but deterministic parameters. The unknown parameters are DoAs, source powers, noise powers, and model error parameters, i.e., the mutual coupling efficients, the gain errors, the phase errors, and sensor location errors. Assume that the sources are spatially and temporally uncorrelated, meanwhile, the additive noise is spatially and temporally uncorrelated white Gaussian and uncorrelated with the sources. With these assumptions, the fisher information matrix (FIM) can be expressed as [17] :
The study [26] provides the CRB of DoAs estimations when in the presence of sensor location errors. In this section, we develop the CRB of DoAs estimates in the presence of mutual coupling and gain and phase error. Denote the DoAs, source powers, noise powers, and the model error coefficients are denoted by θ , p, σ 2 , and υ, respectively. The matrix M can be expressed as [26] :
Different kinds of model errors result in different M. We focus on the mutual coupling and gain and phase errors, each parts of matrix M can be written as: ∂z
where,
with
The partial derivate of vector z to θ, p, and σ 2 have been developed in study [26] . We only provide the proof of partial derivate to υ, i.e., ∂z ∂υ T . Proof: According to the previous discussion, the vector z can be written as the sum of free-disturb component and disturbance component
Only the second part, i.e., Qυ is the function of vector υ, the rest parts is constant for υ. As the definition, the partial derivate of vector z to υ can be written as
Matrix Q is defined in (61b), for mutual coupling, the matrix C is given by (12) , while, for gain and phase errors, the matrix C is defined by (26) . Once, we obtain the FIM, the CRB of DoA estimates can be obtained by inverting the FIM.
VI. SIMULATION
In this section, we show the robustness of our model when there exist mutual coupling, gain and phase errors, and elements locations errors. However, we only provide simulations for these three kinds of model errors separately. Meanwhile, the uncorrected method, e.g., spatial smoothing MUSIC (SS-MUSIC) [15] , [16] , and SBL based method [29] are included as references, where SS-MUSIC is used for spectrum comparison, and SBL based method is used for statistical performance comparison. Both nested array and Co-Prime array are examined by simulations. The locations set of the nested array is given by D = where N c is the number of Monte Carlo trials, P is the number of sources,θ i,n and θ i,n are the estimates and the true values, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the spectra obtained via the data collected by the nested array by means of reference method and our methods, where the group (a)-(c) corresponding to the spectra obtained via SS-MUSIC, corrected estimator based on SBAC, and eigenstructure (or ML) based estimator, respectively. The eigenstructure (or ML) based estimator means that the error coefficients and DoAs are estimated jointly based on the models (14) , (18) , and (43), by means of eigenstructure based gain phase and mutual coupling calibration methods proposed in [6] , and ML based sensor location errors correction method proposed in [30] . The results of SBAC based methods are marked by ''Corrected1'', and the result of eigenstructure (or ML) based corrected estimators are marked by ''Corrected2''. From top to bottom, each group corresponds to the spectra in the presence of mutual coupling, gain and phase errors, and sensor location errors, respectively. The SNR and number of snapshots are set as 10 dB and 300 separately. We can find that SS-MUSIC fails to resolve these sources when there exist model errors. Actually, the model errors destroy the orthogonality between noise subspace and the signal subspace. The SBAC based corrected estimator corresponding to the group (b) can separate these sources successfully with only 6 sensors. The spectrum lines in group (b) confirm that the SBAC based corrected estimators keep the ability of DoF enhancement. The group (c) shows the spectra obtained by means of the eigenstructure (or ML) based corrected estimators. The eigenstructure (for mutual coupling and gain and phase errors), and ML (for sensor location errors) based corrected estimators outperform SS-MUSIC, however, have worse performances than SBAC based corrected estimators. The estimates of error coefficients can be obtained via (52), (53), and (57). As an example of error coefficients estimation result, Table 1 shows the true values and estimates of gains and phases of RF chains and locations. It can be concluded from Table 1 that the gains and phases perturbations and the locations are calibrated effectively, the same trend of mutual coupling coefficients are shown in Table 2 The RMSEs of the DoA estimates versus SNR in the presence of mutual coupling, gain and phase errors, and sensor location errors are shown in the next three paraphrases, respectively. In the simulations, the number of snapshots is fixed to 90. The SNR increases form -20 dB to 13 dB with a step of 3 dB, and 1000 trials are carried out for each value. Two narrow-band uncorrelated sources induce from directions of 38 • and 45 • . The results and the error coefficients setting are same as above. 2 shows RMSEs of the DoA estimates versus SNR obtained via the nested array in the presence of mutual coupling. A 6-element nested array is adopted. The uncorrected SBL based DoA estimator [29] is adopted as reference. Two kinds of corrected estimators, i.e., the SBAC based estimator and eigenstructure based estimator are examined in this simulation. The dotted line represents the CRB of DoA estimates in presence of mutual coupling. We can find that the SBAC based estimator outperforms uncorrected SBL estimator as well as eigenstructure based corrected estimator. Meanwhile, with the increase of SNR, RMSE of the DoA estimation becomes closer to the CRB. The eigenstructure based corrected estimator also outperforms uncorrected SBL based estimator when SNR is higher than −5 dB. Fig. 3 shows RMSEs of the DoA estimates via two sparse arrays, i.e., nested array and Co-Prime array, in the presence of gain and phase errors. The gain and phase errors coefficients are given by vectors η and φ, which are shown in paragraph 2 of this section. For gain and phase errors calibration, Han et al. [20] proposed a method named STLS. In this simulation, STLS together with uncorrected SBL based methods are adopted as references, marked as diamond and asterisk, receptively. Similarly, the SBAC based method which is described in Section IV together with eigenstructure based method [6] are examined. The RMSE curves of these two methods are marked by square and circle respectively. We can find from Fig. 3 (a) that SBAC based corrected method has the lowest RMSE curve. Moreover, it becomes closer to CRB with the increase of SNR. The RMSE of eigenstructure based corrected method is higher than SBAC based method, while lower than uncorrected SBL based method and STLS. Fig. 3 (b) shows the RMSE curves of these methods based on Co-prime array. The RMSE curves of Co-prime array show the similar trend as the nested array, the difference is that each curve of Co-prime array is slightly higher than corresponding curve of nested array. Because, the virtual ULA of 6 elements nested array is larger than 6-element Co-prime array. Fig. 4 shows RMSEs of the DoA estimates versus SNR via nested array and Co-prime array with locations errors. The locations errors are given by the vector d, which is shown in paragraph 2 of this section. The SBAC based corrected method and ML based corrected method [8] are examined in this simulation, meanwhile, the uncorrected SBL based methods is adopt as reference. The RMSE curve of SBAC based method is marked by circle, and ML based corrected method is marked by asterisk. We can find from Fig. 4(a) that the RMSE of SBAC based method outperforms uncorrected SBL based method when the SNR larger than −5 dB. Meanwhile, the ML based corrected estimator outperforms the uncorrected SBL based method. Fig. 4(b) shows the RMSE of DoA estimates based on the Co-prime array. In this case, SBAC based corrected estimator outperforms ML based estimator when the SNR is higher than 0 dB.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper studied the problem of DoA estimation via Coarray in the presence of model errors, i.e., mutual coupling, gain and/or phase errors, and sensor location errors. The models of the single type error have been established. It is shown that the imperfect Coarray still has the ability of DoF enhancement. The problem of Coarray calibration has been transformed into that of imperfect virtual ULA correction. The effect error matrices of virtual ULA, such as MCM, gain and phase errors matrix, and errors matrix caused by locations perturbation can be expressed analytically by corresponding error coefficients of the Coarray. Therefore, state-of-the-art error correction algorithms can be applied to estimate the unknown error coefficients and DoA based on these models. SBAC is adopted as an example of these methods to estimate DoA and error coefficients jointly in this paper. Simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of our methods for single kind of model error, and the problem of mixed model errors calibration will be studied in future work. It's hardly achievable to perform straightforward maximization of the density function (51) due to its high nonlinearity. However, Expectation-Maximization(EM) algorithm is very popular to develop an iterative solution for similar problems. Each iteration of the EM algorithm consists of an E-step and an M-step. In the E-step, calculating the expectation of the complete probability p(z|p; υ, σ 2 , γ ). In the M-step, maximizing the expectation calculated in E-step over the parameters p, υ, and σ , by setting the partial derivative for each variable to zeros, we get [27] 
where · is conditional expectation under the provability density of p(p|z; υ, σ 2 , γ ). All three update equations obtain VOLUME 6, 2018
